HELICOPTER RESCUE
HELICOPTER RESCUE IN THE AOSTA VALLEY
Helicopter rescue health services involves the use of the helicopter.
In the Aosta Valley this activity is supervised by the Regional Health Service with
the use of a medicalized helicopter (the crew consists of two alpine guides,
an emergency doctor and technical staff on board.
The service is operative every day: the endowment of a second helicopter with
available crew varies according to the period of time and for other contingent
necessities.

HELICOPTER OPERATION
Helicopter rescue is an emergency/
urgent service available for all.
Each operation requires the use of
resources and energy and it may
entail dangerous situations for rescuers.
For this reason it is important to use
it in a responsable manner.

WHEN TO CALL HELICOPTER RESCUE
When you feel sick, when somebody is ill, when you
are a victim or witness of an accident, of an avalanche,
when you are lost or are unable to return.

WHEN TO ACTIVATE THE HELICOPTER RESCUE
You may alert the supervisor of the closest refuge or call
“Centrale Unica del Soccorso”

RESCUE CALL
Your call will be received by the “Centrale Unica del Soccorso” (Central rescue office)
of the Aosta Valley, which is situated in the airport area reserved for the helicopter
rescue service. Specialised operators will take your call and will ask you useful
questions to organize the emergency operation:
Where? Indicate the location of
the accident, communicate the name
of the area or the itinerary, the
number of the path (if possible GPS
information), altitude, weather
conditions, typology (summit, pass,
side..), if the area is safe. Describe
precisely the location with possible
landmarks.

Sanitary rescue:

from France 112; from Switzerland 144

(free of charge and without credit on mobile phone or without sim card)



Who?

Who are you? Your
phone number? How many people
are involved, who are they and
how are they (Are they reachable?
Are they wounded? Are they
conscious? Are they breathing?)

 118

What? What happened and when?
All the information requested is fundamental
for the organization of the rescue mission.

ATTENTION! Respond with precision to all the questions. It’s the best way to help the
rescuers to organize the response to the emergency in the best way possible.

REMEMBER! Keeping your calm and lucidity does not mean wasting precious time but
saving time and enabling the specialists to adequately monitor the situation.

Alpine rescue:

 800-319-319
IMPORTANT!

Helicopter rescue intervention involves a
COST which is charged to the Azienda
USL of the Aosta Valley or to the
Health services of the rescued persons,
or to the countries to which foreign
citizens belong when international
agreements exist in that case
or to their insurance.
In case of a rescue considered
inappropriate or unmotivated, the
Azienda USL of the Aosta Valley will
solicit directly to the user the sharing of
the expense, according to the
established regional decree n. 2172/2013
(Delibera di Giunta Regionale n. 2172/2013)

SIGNALS FOR HELICOPTER RESCUE
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INFORMATION AND CONTACT
Emergency calls (Centrale Unica
del Soccorso della Valle d’Aosta):

Regional Hospital “Umberto Parini”
Aosta, viale Ginevra, 3. Tel. 0165 54.31

Health rescue/Helicopter rescue: 118
Aostan Alpine rescue/Helicopter rescue: 800.319.319

Emergency: 0165 54.39.25
Mountain Medicine Clinic Tel. 0165 54.33.43

Headquarters of Helicopter rescue services
Centrale Unica del Soccorso - Aeroporto C. Gex
Loc. Aeroporto, 7/A
11020 Saint-Christophe (AO)

